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Events in Christchurch have shocked all of New Zealand and as a nation we are struggling to come to terms with what happened on Friday.

The role that social media played, particularly that of live streaming, has been brought into serious question.

We, the Association of New Zealand Advertisers (ANZA) and the Commercial Communications Council (Comms Council), recognise social media provides many community and social benefits. But with that comes responsibilities for social media owners to effectively moderate content on their sites.

Advertising funds social media. Businesses are already asking if they wish to be associated with social media platforms unable or unwilling to take responsibility for content on those sites. The events in Christchurch raise the question, if the site owners can target consumers with advertising in microseconds, why can’t the same technology be applied to prevent this kind of content being streamed live?

ANZA and the Comms Council encourage all advertisers to recognise they have choice where their advertising dollars are spent, and carefully consider, with their agency partners, where their ads appear.

We challenge Facebook and other platform owners to immediately take steps to effectively moderate hate content before another tragedy can be streamed online.

ANZA, the Comms Council and their members will work together over the next few days on what more can be done by advertisers, agencies, platform owners and global partners to reduce the chance of this happening again.
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Note to editors:

**The Association of New Zealand Advertisers (ANZA)** represents the interests of New Zealand’s largest advertisers across both regulatory and commercial issues.

**The Commercial Communications Council (Comms Council)** is an incorporated body representing the interests of members on issues affecting the advertising industry and agencies.